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QUESTION 1

For each YARN job, the Hadoop framework generates task log file. Where are Hadoop task log files stored? 

A. Cached by the NodeManager managing the job containers, then written to a log directory on the NameNode 

B. Cached in the YARN container running the task, then copied into HDFS on job completion 

C. In HDFS, in the directory of the user who generates the job 

D. On the local disk of the slave mode running the task 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Your cluster is configured with HDFS and MapReduce version 2 (MRv2) on YARN. What is the result when you
execute: hadoop jar SampleJar MyClass on a client machine? 

A. SampleJar.Jar is sent to the ApplicationMaster which allocates a container for SampleJar.Jar 

B. Sample.jar is placed in a temporary directory in HDFS 

C. SampleJar.jar is sent directly to the ResourceManager 

D. SampleJar.jar is serialized into an XML file which is submitted to the ApplicatoionMaster 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

On a cluster running CDH 5.0 or above, you use the hadoop fs put command to write a 300MB file into a previously
empty directory using an HDFS block size of 64 MB. Just after this command has finished writing 200 MB of this file,
what would another use see when they look in directory? 

A. The directory will appear to be empty until the entire file write is completed on the cluster 

B. They will see the file with a ._COPYING_ extension on its name. If they view the file, they will see contents of the file
up to the last completed block (as each 64MB block is written, that block becomes available) 

C. They will see the file with a ._COPYING_ extension on its name. If they attempt to view the file, they will get a
ConcurrentFileAccessException until the entire file write is completed on the cluster 

D. They will see the file with its original name. If they attempt to view the file, they will get a
ConcurrentFileAccessException until the entire file write is completed on the cluster 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Your Hadoop cluster is configuring with HDFS and MapReduce version 2 (MRv2) on YARN. Can you configure a worker
node to run a NodeManager daemon but not a DataNode daemon and still have a functional cluster? 

A. Yes. The daemon will receive data from the NameNode to run Map tasks 

B. Yes. The daemon will get data from another (non-local) DataNode to run Map tasks 

C. Yes. The daemon will receive Map tasks only 

D. Yes. The daemon will receive Reducer tasks only 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two are features of Hadoop\\'s rack topology? (Choose two) 

A. Configuration of rack awareness is accomplished using a configuration file. You cannot use a rack topology script. 

B. Hadoop gives preference to intra-rack data transfer in order to conserve bandwidth 

C. Rack location is considered in the HDFS block placement policy 

D. HDFS is rack aware but MapReduce daemon are not 

E. Even for small clusters on a single rack, configuring rack awareness will improve performance 

Correct Answer: BC 
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